MORRIS LLOYD MINE.

LLOYD MINE

THIRD LEVEL

Nine gangs of miners have been engaged in slicing and caving above this main level all through the year and a good product has been received. The territory is dry and we experience no difficulty in keeping men at work here.

In November month we encountered a nice body of good ore on the 1050' sub. We expect this is the ore encountered in Diamond Drill Hole No. 18 which was put down from surface and which could not be located underground. This ore body is now 110 feet long and 30 feet wide and should run up above the second level.

A short Diamond Drill Hole No. 53 was drilled horizontally to the footwall on the 1065' sub level. This was to endeavor to locate the ore shown in vertical Hole No. 18, which ore was encountered on the 1050' sub as reported above.

FOURTH LEVEL

One gang of miners has been at work in the ore underneath the hanging above this level. This ore body is the continuation of the ore which outcropped at surface and which was worked last year from the open pit. Not much ore can be taken from this elevation until it has been worked down from above.

Nothing is now being done in this territory on account of labor shortage and the men have been taken to the Chase leases in the Morris mine.

MORRIS LLOYD MINE.
MORRIS LLOYD MINE.

SECTION SIX
(LLOYD EAST)

FIRST SUB (1455')

We are working the top of the main ore body from above this elevation and have ten gangs of miners in the territory underneath the open pit and West of the pit underneath the hanging. This is the part of the mine from which we are getting our largest production per man. The ore is of good iron content but somewhat high in phosphorus in places.

The main drift on this sub is being extended West along the dike and is still in ore which shows a larger area on this elevation than at first supposed.

Diamond Drill Holes Nos. 49 and 50 were drilled horizontally on this elevation South of the shaft. No. 50 shows good ore 90 feet to 130 feet and a raise has now been brought up from the second main sub to reach this ore. The raise has reached the elevation of this 1st main sub and the men are now drifting East to hole from the top of the raise to the level in order to provide an out-lot for men and supplies. This ore will extend some distance above this main sub.

SECOND SUB (1305')

No. 10 contract have been at work most of the year in a shrinkage stope West of Section Six shaft and have followed and stopped the ore up above the elevation of old No. 8 stope to the East. These two ore bodies were separated by only a thin band of jasper.